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1. Introduction
Four prominant statistical problems arlSlng in reliability theory are considered here; for such problems, appropriate models, ranging from the classical
parametric to semi-parametric and nonparametric ones are presented side by side
and their relative merits and demerits (with especial emphasis on robustness
aspects ) ar~ discussed. In this context, the role of jackknifing and bootstrapping is also critically examined .
First, we consider the bundle strength of parallel filaments , as introduced
by Daniels (1945). Consider a bundle of n parallel filaments. The individual
filaments have breaking strengths which we denote by X1"",Xn respectively. It
is easy to conceive that in general these are random variables which we can take
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with a continuous distribution
function (d.f.) F, defined on the positive half of the real line R+ = [0, ~).
The most ideal case relates to the model where F is degenerate at the point Xo
: a < xo <~, so that the bundle strength of the n parallel filaments is equal
to nx . However, the process in which the filaments are created may generally
o
introduce some chance variation, and hence, such an ideal degenerate case is very
seldom met in practice. On the contrary, if F is not degenerate at a point Xo '
the bundle strength may not behave as the sum of the X.1 (i -< n) nor as the maximum of these individual X..
To see this, we arrange the X.1 in an ascending order
1 ·
and denote the ordered random variables (r.v.) by Xn : l ~ ... ~ Xn;n ; by virtue of
the assumed cont inui t~ of F, ti es among the Xi (and hence, Xn :i ) can be ignored
with probability one. For any load x < Xn : 1 ' all the filaments are in tact. so
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that the strength of the bundle of n filaments is not smaller than nx. For x belonging to the half-open interval [X n : l , Xn : 2), one of the filaments is broken, so
that the strength is not smaller than (n-1)x, and, in general, for x E [Xn;k'Xn:k+l)~
it can not be smaller than (n-k)x , for k =O, ... ,n , where Xn : n+l = +
Since
~
the jump-points for this segmented lines are the order statistics Xn : k themselves,
Daniels (1945) had no problem in setting the Bundle Strength as
•
(1.1)
B = maxi (n-k+l )X : : 1 2. k 2. n } .
n
n k
00.

Defined this way, Bn is neither a sum of the Xi nor an extreme value of these Xi·
However, if we define some sample functions :
Y
(1.2)
nk = (n .. k+l)X n : k ,for k =l, ... ,n,
then Bn is an extremum of these Ynk ; note that the Ynk are neither independent
nor identically distributed r.v.ls. In Section 2 , we shall study some statistical
aspects of Bn blending parametrics
to nonparametrics in a robust way.
.
Consider next a chain with k loops whose individual breaking strengths are
denoted by Xl' ... ,X k respectively. Note that the chain breaks when at least one
of the loops is broken. Thus, the breaking strength of the chain is defined as
Ck = mi n{ Xi: 1 2. i 2. k} = Xk: 1 •
(1 .3)
In this setup, we have the conventional sample minimum, and hence, one may use a
variety of tools to study various properties of C~ • Section 3 deals with this
in a broader perspective.
Suppose now that we have a system with n components of a system connected in
parallel, so that the system functions if and only if at least one component functions. Thus, the life-time of the system is defined as
L
~ max{ X. : 1 <i < n}
= Xn:n .
(1 • 4)
1
n
Unlike the case of Ck, here the distribution of Ln may not be that simple even
for some simple parametric models. We relegate these details to Section 4.
As a final example, consider a one..-unit system supported by a sing1'e spare
and a repair facility. When the operating unit fails, it is instantaneously
OPERATING UNIT
SPARE
REPAIR FACILITY
replaced by the spare while the failed unit is sent to the repair shop. Upon
repair, the unit is sent to the spare box. The system fails when an operating
unit fails and no spare unit is there to replace it (.which occurs when the
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repalrlng time of a failed unit is larger than the life time of the oper.ating unit
about to fail). Let 11' be the probability of this event Ci .e. ~ repair time exceeds
the life time). Then the limiting System Availability is defined by

•

A = E(life time) /{ E(life time) + (1 .. 1I')E(Down timEd}

(1.5 )

[viz., Barlow and Proschan (1975)]. Although for some specific parametric models,
simple and convenient estimators of A in (l.5) can be obtained~ they may not be
so robust to plausible departures from the assumed model. As such~ in Section 5,
we consider some nonparametric solutions.
For all the four problems sketched above, estimation of the asymptotic or
finite sample variance of the estimators poses some serious analytical problems.
In this context~ the conventional resampling methods such as the Jackknifing and
Bootstrapping are of immense help~ and we shall discuss them in due course. We
conclude this section with a remark that for simplicity of presentation, we will
not include the relatively more complex case where the life times etc. are sub~
ject to some censoring schemes. Modifications for such schemes are fairly routine
and will be briefly treated as and when appropriate.
2.

Bundle strength

Daniels (1945) has an elegant (albeit lengthy) proof of the asymptotic normality of Bn defined in (1.1), and a much shorter proof is due to Sen, Bhattacharyya
and Suh (1973). Before we proceed to discuss these results~ we make some simplifications of notations which will enable us to present the parametric and semi-parametric models more appropriately. We denote the sample or empirical d.f. F by
~1 n
+
n
Fn(x) = n ri=l I( Xi ~ x )~ X E R ~ n > 1.
(2.1)
Then note that by (1.1) and (2.1) ~
Zn = n-1B n = max{ (1 -(i-l)/n)X n : i : 1 < i < n }
(2.2 )
= sup{ x[l .. Fn(x)] : x E R+ }.
This, by virtue of the Glivenko-Cantelli Lemma intuitively suggests that Zn ' the
per unit bundle strength~ estimates the parameter

e=

sup{

x[l-F(~)]

: x

E

R+ }.

(2.3)

As such, an approach to the asymptotic normality via Zn may be much more convenient. Before we do that, let us examine the parameter a in (2.3) and in a parametric
setup~ try to obtain an optimal estimator of it.
In reliability models~ researchers have a special soft corner for the simple
exponential law, and hence, we start with this model first. The probability
density function f(~) corresponding to the d.f. F(~) is taken as
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. E R+),
f(x; U) = uexp(~ ux).I(x
so that
EX = f~ xf(x; )dx = ~~l and V(X) =
Further, by (2.3) and (2.4),

(2.4)

lJ>O.,

C2.5)

•

(d/dx){x[l ..F(x)]} = [1 .. F(x)] - xf(x) = e....lJx { 1 .... llxl,
(2.6)
so that a maximum of x[l ...F(x)J is attained at the point X = lJ...l , and we have
o
a = (lJe)-l = e-1EX •
(2.7)
l
Since the minimum variance unbiased estimator (MVUE) of lJ- is the sample mean
~n = n-lr~=l Xi ' we are naturally led to consider the following estimator of e

en

= e- l Xn

'.

(2.8)

It is easy to verify that
" ) =e
E( en

~) = e -2 lJ.-2 n- 1 .
and Var ( an

(2.9 )
"

We may note that nX n has a gamma density, so that the exact
distribution of en
.
can be obtained from a suitable gamma one (involving the unknown scale parameter
u ), while by the classical central limit theorem, we have from (2.8)-(2.9),
"
1\.1'
2
n1/2 Can"
a) ~
~
.I "'\ (0 , a ) , as n -+(2. 10)
00

t'I

Let us now proceed to study the robustness of Zn and an when the d.f. may
depart from an exponential one. We let ~(x) = 1... F(x) and define the failure rate
or hazard rate by
hF(x) = fCx)/~Cx) = -(d/dx)log F(x) , x e: R+ .
(2.11)
Note that by (2.6), we have the implicit functional equation
xohF(x o) = 1,
(2.12)
and this may provide a clear picture for a large class of d.f. 's. Consider first
the increasing failure rate (IFR) distributions ( on R+) which are characterized
by the monotone nondecreasing nature of the failure rate hF(x), x e: R+ . If we let
HF(x) = f~ hF(x)dx, x e: R+
(2.13)
be the integrated hazard function, then we have
~(x) = exp{ ~HF(x)}, where H~(X) = hF(x) is nonnegative. .
(2.14)
Since FCO) = 1 , F(~) = 0 and FCx) i's monotone nonincreastng, we have HF(O) =
0, HfCoo) = +00 and HF(x) monotone nondecreasing in x e: R+ . Moreover l/hFCx) is
monotone nonincreasing in x. Thus, plotting l/hF(x) against x (over R+ ) , we
obtain the following figure, where the upper asymptote may either be 0 or a finite
positive constant depending on whether hF(x) converges to
or to a finite upper
limit. Thus, here a solution Xo to (2.12) exists, and is unique. Note that the
exponential law relates to a boundary of IFR laws (as hF(x) = constant).
00

•
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exponential law
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Note that whenever hF(x) is nondecreasing, xhF(x) is convex ( assuming that
hF is continuous), so that if we consider an exponential law with ]..I = l/x '
o
then for both the d.f. F and the constructed exponential model , the point at
which the supremum is attained is the same ( equal to Xo ). However, under the
exponential model, the expected value of X is Xo while the expected value of X
under F depends on F through other parameters as well.
To illustrate this point further we consider the so called proportional
hazards model (PHM) where some ordering of the bundle strength can be studied
in a convenient manner. Suppose now that F belongs to a class F, such that
there exists a (fixed) F E F , for which
o
hF(x) = c(F,F )h (x) , h (x) = hF (x) , for every x E R+,
(2.15)
o 0
0
0
for every F E F, where c(F,F o) is a positive constant. depending on F. We denote
the intagrated hazard function as in (2.14). Then, we have from (2.14) and (2.15),
HF(x) = c(F,F )H (x) , H (x) = HF (x) , for every x E R+
(2.16)
o 0
0
0
We define 6 as in (2.3), and express it as 6(F) , FE F; a1so,let 60 = 6(F o).
We denote the solution in (2.12) by xo(F), so that by (2.12) and (2.15),
Xo(F)hF(xo(F)) = 1 = xo(Fo)h o( x~(Fo))"
(2.17)
where the left hand side of (2.17) i~ expressible as c(F,Fo)xo(F)ho(xo(F)). If
xh (x) is nondecreasing in x ( insured by the IFR nature of the hazard function),
o
then from the above, we obtain that
(2.18)
XO(F) is ~
xo(F o) according as c(F,F o) is ~ 1.
Actually, for (2.18) to hold, it is not necessary to assume IFR ; nondecreasing
nature of xhF(x) suffices.
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Note that F(x) ts decreasing in x and by virtue of the assumed IFR property of
F, [h F(x)]-l is also nonincreasing in x e: R+. Therefore, F'(x)/hF(x) is nonincreasing' in x R+, so that by (2.14), we conclude that
F IFR => [h F(x)]-l exp( - HF(x)) is nonincreasing in x e: R+.
(2.19)
Combining (2.15), (2.18) and (2.19), we obtain that for all F e: F,

•

[exp(-HF(xo(F)) }]/hF(xo(F)) = [exp(...c(F,Fo)Ho(Xo(F)) )]/[c(F,Fo)ho()<o(F))]

~ [exP( ..Ho(xo(F o)) )]/ho(xo(Fo )) according as C(F,Fo) is ~ 1.
Finally, by (2.3), (2.17) and (2.20), we conclude that
e(F)

(2.20)

= xo(F)[ exp( ..HF(Xo(F))] = [exp(-HF(Xo(F)} )]/hF(xo(F))

=

[exp( ..c(F,Fo)Ho(xo(F)))]/[c(F,Fo}ho(xo(F}}]

----=---=--...::...-----...::...--=---=---- e(F0)
[exp(-Ho(xo(F o))/ ho(xo(F o )) ]

~ e(Fo} according as c(F,Fo ) is ~ 1
(2.21)
Therefore, the PHM ordering of the d.f. 's F ( within the class F) renders an
ordering of the parameters e(F}, F e: F, albeit in an opposite direction. In the
particular case of exponential models [viz., (2.4)], hF(x} = ~(F) = l/E F(X), so
that recognizing that c(F,F ) = [e(F)/e(Fo)] , we obtain from (2.2l) that
o
e(F) = e(Fo}/{~(F)/~(Fo)} , for all exponential F .
(2.22)
This simple scalar relationship does not hold for non-exponential d.f. 's. Also,
in general, the PHM assumption may not be tenable (even within the class of IFR
distributions). To stress these points, we consider the following (Weibu11) model:
We consider the survival function
F(x) = exp(- ~xy )l(x e: R+) , ~ > 0 , y>O.
(2.23)
Here y is referred to as the shape parameter. Note that here

hF(x) = ~y{xY ..1} and it is IFR/DFR according as y is ~ 1.
(2.24)
We denote the left hand side of (2.24) by hex; ~,y ), and note that
h(x; ~1' Y1)
Y Y
= (~lY1/~2Y2){x 1 - 2} .
(2.25)
hex; ~2' Y2)
Note that for Y1 ~ Y2 ' (2.25) is a nondecreasing function of x e: R+. If Y1 > Y2'
at x = 0, (2.25) is equal to 0, while as x -+
i.t also tends to
Thus, the
two hazard functions hex; ~1' Y1) and hex; ~2'Y2) are not proportional to each
other, and hence, the PHM model may not apply here. The exponential law in (2.4)
corresponds to the case of Y = 1. We now compare (2.4) and (2.23) with a view to
studying the robustness properties of the parametric estimator in (2.8) . For the
sake of simplicity we let ~1 = ~2 = ~ = 1 . Then we have on dropping ~,
00

,

00

•

"
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xo (1) = 1/1 = 1 and X o( y) = 1/h{x o (y), y) = y ~1 tXo(:y)} 1~ :Thus,
Xo(y) = y-1/y .
(2.26)
This leads to
6( y ) = x'o(y)[exp(,~.{xo{y)}Y )] = y..1/y exp(~ y..1» ]
2.27)
= 6(1){ exp ( 1 .. y" 1) }/ y 1/y , for yE(O,
It is easy to verify that the right hand side of (2.27) attains a unique minimum
at y = 1, so that we conclude that
00

•

).

(

6(y) ~ 6(1), where the equality sign holds for y = 1.
(2.28)
The picture becomes a bit different for an arbitrary ~ . Denoting by 6 (~, y)
the parameter 6(F) when F is Wei bull with parameters ~, y, we have on parallel lines,
log 6 (~ ,y) = _y -1 log (~y ) .. y-1
(2.29)
so that
(a/dy}10g6(~,y) = y.. 210g(~y) ~ 0 according as y is ~ ~ ..1
(2.30)
Thus, e(~,y) attains a minimum value ( = exp( .. ~) ) at y = 1/~ , its upper asymptote is equal to 1 ( as y -+
and at the lower end, as y -r 0, it goes to
In view of (2.24), we proceed now to consider the class of decreasing failure
rate (DFR) distributions, for which hF(x) is nonincreasing in x E R+. In such a
case, we have a regular behavior whenever hF(O) is > 0 and hF(x)/x lies below
the mark 1 for all x ~ xo ' for some xo<oo, or [hF(x)f11ies above the line y=x for
00

)

00.

-

Weibu11 hazard

Exponential mixture
model

,....

-

~

,......,
x
-...
u.s::

,

1-.1

a

x

for x ,S.xo albeit i.t may- be equal to Q at x = o. Th.e Weibu11 law belongs to the
latter case when y < 1. As a nice example of the former regular case, we present
the following mixture model for which the density function is expressed as
f(x) = P [ 1Texp(,,:~x>- + (1-1T)k exp( .. k~x ) ]I(x E R+) ,
(2.31)
where k ~ 1, 1T E (P,l) and u > O. For 1T = 1 or k =1, (2.31) reduces (2.4).
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Note that
[h (x)]-l = ~-l[ne-~x + (l_rr)e-k~x][rre-~X + k(l_n)e-k~x]-l ,
(2.32)
F
and it fails to be equal to ~-l for all x E R+. Moreover, the first order partial
derivative of (2.32) with respect to x is nonnegative for all x E R+. Finally,
-1
-1
...1
[ h ( x )]
assumes
the
value
~
(rr+
k(l
...rr))
> 0 at x = 0 and at x =00 , it has the
F
asymptote ~-l or (k~r·1 depending on whether k is greater than or less than 1.
Therefore, the picture conforms to first DFR case treated earlier.
In view of the discussion made above, it is quite clear that the estimator of
e based either on a parametric or semi-parametric model may have serious bias if
the model based assumptions are not all tenable, and in this respect the nonparametric estimator Zn in (2.2) is highly robust. To study its properties, we assume
that there is a unique xo (= xo·(F)):O < x0 < 00 ,such that
e = sup{ x[l-F(x)] ; x E R+ } = xo[l-F(X o)] ,
(2.33)
and moreover, F has a continuous density f in a neighborhood of x0 where f(x 0 ) > o.
.
We define an empirical process W = {W (t):t E [0,1]} by letting
(2.34)
Wn(t) = n1/ 2 {Fn(F-l(t)) - ~ } , ~ ~ t ~ 1.
Then, it is well known that
(2.35)
Wn con~erges weakly to a Brownian Bridge WO , as n + 00 •
This ensures that on any compact interval [O,C], C < 00,
n1/ 2{ x[l-Fn (x)] - x[l-F(x)] : x E [O,C]} weakly converges to a
Gaussian random function.
(2.36)
This weak convergence has been tacitly incorporated by Sen, Bhattacharyya and Suh
(1973) in providing a vastly simplified proof of the following:
nl / 2( Zn - e(f)) ~
N(O, y2) ,
(2.37)
where
2
y2 = X~F(Xo)[l - F(x o )] = e (F) {F(Xo)/F(xo )} .
(2.38)
The asymptotic variance in (2.38) is a function of the underlying d.f. F (which
is not properly known ), and hence, to make full statistical use of (2.38), we
need to estimate this in a nonparametric way. We also note that by definition,
Zn = sup{ x[l-F n(x)]:x E R+ } ~ xo[l- Fn(X o)] ,
(2.39)
so that
EF(Zn) ~ XoEF[l-F n(x o)] = xo[l-F(x o )] = e(F),
(2.40)
and hence, Zn has a nonnegative bias. Further, note that [ viz., Sen(1981,Ch.8)]
{[ x[l_Fn (x)]; x E R+ ], n -> l} is a reverse martingale process
(2.41)
( as E[F n I Cn+l ] = Fn+1 a.e., n ~ 1) and sup{. .. } . is a convex function. Thus,
EF(Zn' Cn+l ) ~ sup{ E[ x[l-F n (x)] : x E R+]/ Cn+l }
.

= sup{ x[1-F n+1(x) ]: x

+

E

R } = Zn+l a.e, n

>

1,

(2.42)

•

•

,
.
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so that { Zn' n > 1} is a nonnegative reverse su~~martinga1e . Also, note that
1
Zn = max{(n-i+l)X n.1
.. /n : l<i<n}
- - < n.. max{ U:~·X
J=1 n:J.): l<i<n
-- }
-1 n
~1 n
~ n ~i=l Xn : i = n ~i=l Xi = Xn ' say.
(2.43)
Therefore the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem insures that whenever EX< 00,
Zn is uniformly integrable. All these results in turn imply that
E( Zn - e ) = 0(1/n 1/ 2 ) , as n +00 ,
(2.44)
1
although this bias is not typically O(n- ). This feature calls for some cautions
in the unrestricted use of the delta-method of variance estimation. Basically,
if x"" n (one of the X '1·) is the sample point at which Z is attained, we may set
2 n.
n
an estimator of y as

~~ =

~~ Fn(~n)[l-Fn(~n)] and Zn = ~n[l~Fn(~n)]'

(2.45)

But, because of the nonlinear nature of the function, it is likely to be biased
(albeit of order o(n- 1/ 3 ), depending on the order of convergence of ~ n to x0 ).
This bias picture has been thoroughly studied in Sen (1992), and hence, we omit
the details. Basically, both jacknifing and bootstrapping work out well in this
context. Although jackknifing makes some adjustment for bias (reduction), it is
not as much effective as in the regular case where the bias is O(n- 1). The
bootstrapping works out well, but is likely to have comparatively larger bias.
Some modification of jackknifing works out even better.
3. Mu1ti,..component system

.

~

i.n series

Consider a chain having k ( > 1) loops. The chain breaks down when at least
one of the loops is broken. Thus, the breaking stress of the chain depends on
the number of loops it has as well as their individual strengths. If we denote
these individual failure times by Xl "",X k respectively, then we may set
Y = min{ Xl;"" Xk }
(3.1)
as the failure time for the chain. Often, it is plausible to make an assumption
that the X.1 are i.i.d.r.v. with a d.f. F , defined on R+ • In
the parametric
.
setup, the most common model rests on the assumption that F is the simple exponential model given by (2.4). Let us denote the d.f. of Y by G and let G be the
corresponding survival function. Then we may write
G(y) = [ F(y)]k , for every y e: R+
(3.2)
\~e consider th.e functional (mean life time)
e(G) = f R+ G(x)dx and e(F) = f R+ r(x)dx ,
(3.3)
and we want to draw statistical conclusions on such parameters. In the most simple
parametric case of exponential law given by (~.4), we have
-1 ( ) ,
(3.4)
e(G ) = (kll ) -1 = keF
so that when an optimal estimator of e(F) is available, it can be incorporated to

-10deriving an optimal estimator of e(G). Actually, for this simple exponential model,
F(x) = exp(-~x)I(x E R+) and G(x) = exp(-k~x)I(x E R+) ,
(3.5)
so that for the estimation of e(G) or the d.f. G, it suffices to estimate ~ in
an optimal manner. If there are N independent observations X1"",X on the
N
individual life times (X) and if we assume that X has the simple exponential law
in (2.4), then an optimal estimator of e(F) is XN = N- 1(X,+ ... +x ), and hence, by
N
(3.4), an optimal estimator of e(G) is
(3.6 )
e. . . ()
G = k..1-XN .
This simple prescription may not work out well for d.f.'s other than the exponential ones. As an illustration, we consider the mixture model:
(3.7)
~(x) = TIexp(-~x) + (1- TI)exp(-c~x) , x E R+ , a ~ TI ~ 1; c ~ 1.
Then, we have
G(x) = exp(-k~x)[ TI+ (1-TI)exp(-(c-1)~x ) ]k , x E R+ ,
(3.8)
The second factor on the right hand side of (3.8) is equal to 1 at x = 0, while
it is greater ( or less ) than 1 for x > a depending on whether c is less ( or
greater) than 1. Thus, G(x) is dominated from above ( or below) by the simple
exponential law with parameter (k~) depending on whether c is < or > 1.As a
resu1t,e(G) is > or < (k~)-l depending on c being < or. > 1. This explains the
lack of robustness of the parametric estimator in (3.6) against possible departure from the assumed exponentia1ity. In this context of robustness study, it is
not uncommon to assume only local departures from the assumed model.This, in the
context of the mixture model, can be set by letting
(3.9)
TI = 1 - E and c = 1 : n ,
E, n both small (positive).
Then, from (3.8) and (3.9), we have
/;(x) = exp( .. k~x)[l -E(l - exp(+ n~x) ]k
2
= exp (.. k~x) [l .. ( : n~x - ~ (n~x) +... ) ] k
(3. 10)
so that the alteration to the simple exponential model will be dominated by the
factor kEn . Thus, if k is not too small, even a small error contamination may
cause a perceptible change in the value of e(G) or· the d.f. G itself.
As a second example, consider the l~eibull law in (2.23), Here, we have G(x)=
[~(x)]k , although the simple relationship between e(G) and e(F) in (3.4) may not
hold when y ~·1; this proportionality factor (k) depends then on both k and the
unknown shape parameter y .
We may recall that by (3.2), on denoting by hF(x) and hG(x) the hazard functions
corresponding to the d.f. F and G respectively, we have
(3.11)
hG(x) = -(d/dx)log G(x) = -k(d/dx)log F(x) = k hF(x) , x E R+ ,
so that for the corresponding integrated hazard functions, we have
(3.12)
HG(x) = f ox hG(y)dy = kfox hF()
y dy = k.H F()
x , x E R+ .

•
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As a result, we have
6(G) = f~ exp(-HG(x))dx = f~ exp(.,.kHF(x)) dx ,
(3.13)
so that it suffices to estimate the integrated hazard rate HF(x). Now, HF(x), x
E R+, can be estimated in a semi-parametric or nonparametric manner. People who
love to incorporate smoothing techniques would be delighted at this prospect. But,
generally, such smooth estimators may eliminate the bumps to a greater extent at
the cost of a possibly slower rate of convergence. In any case, in a completely
nonparametric setup, we have a much simpler solution which we prescribe belO\'J.
Define a kernel of degree k by letting
(3.14)
cp(xl' ..• ,x k ) = min{ xl, ... ,x k }.
Then, note that
(3.15)
EFCP(Xl, ... ,X k) = f~ G(x)dx = 6(G)
Consider then the Hoeffding (1948) U-statistic corresponding to the kernel in
(3.14) when N is greater than or equal to k. This is given by
N) -1
(3.16)
UN = ( k ~{1~i1<'''< i ~N } CP(X il ,· .. ,X;k ).
k
As in Section 2, if we denote the order statistics by XN;l ~ ...~ XN:N ' then
some simple manipulations lead us to
N-i)
N )-1 N
(3.17)
UN = ( k
~i=l (k-l
XN: i
so that UN is an L-estimator of 6(G) and is unbiased too. From the general expression for the variance of U-statistics given by Hoeffding (1948), we have
k k)(N-k)
(3.18)
Var(U N) = EF[U N - 6( G) ] 2 = (kN)-l ~c=l(c
k-c ~c
where
~c = Cov{ CP(X , ... ,X ), CP(Xk-c+l~·· .,X + ) },C =O,l, ... ,k,
(3.19)
l
k
kc

and ~O = O. Note that all these ~c are themselves estimable parameters of degree
less than or equal to 2k. Moreover, UN is an optimal estimator of 6(G) in a nonparametric sense [discussed in detail in Sen (1981, Ch.3)]. Also, we note that if
N is not too small, we may write (3.18) as
Var ( UN ) = k2N-1

~l

+ 0(-2)
N ,

(3.20)

so that invoking the Hoeffding(1948) asymptotic normality of U-statistics, we
obtain that for large N,
Nl / 2( UN - 6(G) )/kl;~/2
N(O,1) ,
(3.21)
so that to draw stati.stical conclusions on the parameter 6(G), all we need is to
provide a consistent estimator of l;l ' and this can be done in a variety of ways.
We may also note in this context that by virtue of the reverse martingale property
of U~statistics, UN converges almost surely (a.s.) to 6(G) as N +
While it is

"1

00

•

-12possible to estimate unbiasedly each of the ~.l; , c -< k, when N -> 2k, so that an
unbiased estimator of the variance in (3.18) may be obtained in terms of a set of
U-statistics, the task becomes quite laborious as N increases. For this reason,
we do not recommend this unbiased estimation of variance of UN. We may proceed as
in Sen (1960) and construct a variance estimator of UN (which turns out to be the
same as the jackknife variance estimator), and using latter results of Sen (1977)
we can establish the a.s. convergence of such an estimator. Because of the fact
that UN in (3.16) is an L~estimator and is a U~statistic too, it satisfies the
reverse martingale property mentioned before, and hence, we may obtain a more
simplified version of this variance estimator by using Theorem 7.4.2 of Sen (1981).
Looking back at (3.17), we may introduce the notations:
(3.22)
cN,i = k( N-l)-l(N-i)
k-l
k-l' for 1. = 1, ... , N , and N~ k.
Then, we have
l
(3.23)
UN = N- r~=l cN,i XN: i = ~ IN(FN(X))X dFN(x) ,

•

where
IN(u) = cN,[Nu] , for 0 < u < 1 .

(3.24)

We let
= XN: i +l - XN: i ' i=l, ..• , N-l ,
(these are termed the spacings ), and let
0Ni

VN =
It may then
and in this
VN +

(3.25)

2
N(N..l) r~:ll
r~:ll
c N-1, 1.c. N
l ' [(il\j)N - ij] ON ,1.ON ,J./N . (3.26)
1J. . ,J
be noted that V is a variant of the usual jackknife variance estimator
N
specific problem ,
k2 ~l a.s., as N + ~ •
(3.27)

By the Slutzky Theorem, (3.21) and
Nl / 2CUN ':' e(JJ) )/v~/2

r

(~.27),

we have

N( 0, 1 ), as N

+~,

(3.28)

so that we may use (3.28) conveniently in setting a confidence interval for e(G)
or for testing a suitable null hypothesis on e(G).
We may recall that the d.f. G is related to the d.f. F by (3.2), and in a nonparametric setup, as nothing is known precisely about F, it is also of interest
to estimate G in a nonparametric manner. Towards this, we define
GU N(x) = (Nk )-1 r{l .
. N}I{ <p(X. , ... ,X. ) < x} , x E R+, (3.29)
,
~1 < ••• < 1 k~
11
1k 1
Then, GU,N = { GU,N(X)' x E R+ } is a U...process, and GU,N unbiasedly estimates
G. Convergence properti,es of such U...processes have been studi ed by a host of
research workers [ we may refer to Sen (1988b) where other references are cited].
Basically, we have the following:

•

-13(i) Gl i venko-Cante11 i type Convergence; As N +
IIGu,N .. G II
= sup{IGu,N(x) - G(x) I : x e: R+}
00,

+

0 a.s.

(3.30)

(ii) Weak Invariance Principle: As N increases,
(3.31)
Nl / 2( GU,N - G) converges weakly to a Gaussian function.
(i i i) Hoeffding-Decompos ition/Proj ecti on: There exi sts a function 1/Jx (.;F), such
2
that EF1/Jx(X;F) = 0 , EF Wx(X;F)
<
and
00

where

,

(
GU,N (x) - G(x) = kN -1 kN
i =l1/Jx Xi,F) + RN(x;F) ,

I IRN(F)I I

2
= sup{IRN(x;F)I: x e: R+ } = 0p(N- l / ) .

(3.32)
(3.33)

In (3.33), 0p(') may be replaced by 2nd mean convergence also. Further, 1/Jx(.;F)
can easiliy be computed from the kernel in (3.29) by taking the first order projection. Actually, the weak invariance principle is a direct consequence of (3.32)
and the smoothness properties of the conditional expectation 1/Jx(.;F) (as a function
of x e: R+ , given F ). Moreover, the decomposition in (3.32)(also known as the
first order asymptotic representation) provides the justification for the adaptability of the usual resampling methods for this process too; we may refer to the
last section of Sen (1988b) where these are discussed in detail.
4. Multi-component system - in parallel
•

A parallel structure functions if and only if at least one of the components
functions. Hence, the life time (Y) of the system is characterized by
Y = max { Xl ' ... , Xk}
(4. 1)
where the Xi are the life times of the individual components. We assume that the
Xi are LLd.r.v.'s with a d.f F, defined on R+ , and we denote the d.f. of Y by
H. Then, we have by (4.1),
H(y) = [F(y)]k or A(y) = 1 - [1 - F(y)]k .
(4.2)
By the usual binomial expansion, we have from (4.2),
H(y) = k~=l (_1)j-l (~) [F(y)]j .

(4.3)

We define G and e(G) as in (3.2) and (3.3), and to be more specific, we attach
the subscript k to G. Then, we have from (4.3),
A(y) = r~=l (..l)i ..l( ~ ) Gt(y) ,

(4.4)

so that
(4.5)
e(H) = f R+ A(y)dy = r~=l (..l)j-l (~ ) e(G j )
Thus, we may proceed as in Section 3 for the eStimation of the individual e(G j
and incorporate the linearity in (4.5) to provide an estimator of e(H). In a
~(Xl"",Xk) by
similar manner, in (3.14), we replace the kernel

)
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</>(xl'···,x k) = maxi xl' •.. ,x k } ,
and note that
EF </>(Xl'''' ,X k) = f R+ H(y)dy = e(H) .
This leads us to consider the U-statistic
N)-l
UN = ( k
E{l~ i

(4.7)

(
N} </> Xil""'X ik )
(4.8)
l
k
which is an unbiased, symmetric and optimal nonparametric estimator of e(H). Also
proceeding as in (3.17), we obtain that (4.8) simplifies to
N )-1 N (i-l)
(4.9)
UN = ( k
Ei = 1 k...1
XN: i" '
so that UN is again an L-estimator with smooth weights. As such, we'may adopt
(3 .. 18) through (3.21) with a definition of the ~ , c ~ k as in (3.19) but
for the kernel in (4.6). In (3.22) if we replace t~e (~:1) by (~:~) and define
the IN(u) accordingly as in (3.24), then (3.26) as modified also applies to the
variance estimation of UN ' so that (3.27)-(3.28) also hold for UN in (4.8). In
a similar manner, in (3.19), we.~eplace the kernel I{</>(Xl, ... ,X k) ~x} by
< ... <

i

<

max(Xl'''' ,X k) :5. x }, and denote the resulting U.. process by HU,N(x), x E R+ •
Then (3.30) through (3.33) hold with G replaced by H . As such, the prospects for
adoptation of resampling plans (i.e., jackknifing and bootstrapping) are excellent,
and much of the details discussed in Sen (1988b) remains pertinent here.
It may be remarked that for the particular case of F being exponential, G in
Section 3 also turns out to be exponential. Even in this simple parametric case,
for k ~ 2, H is not an exponential d.f. , and hence, some of the simplicities in
Section 3 are not applicable here. We may, however, note that
I{

•

hH(y) = h(y)/R(y)
k (-1) j-l (jk) [-F(y)] j-l jf ()
= {Ej=l
y }/H(y)
= k f(y){ E~-l (-l)j-l(~-ll) [F(y)]j-l }/H(y)
JJ= k fey) 1\-1 (y)/Hk(y) ,

(4.10}

where R = Rk and H
k_l relates to the survival function of max(Xl, ... ,X k). Thus,
we obtain the chain relation for the harard functions
hH(x) = k hF(x) { F(x) Hk_l (x)/ Rk(x) }
(.4.11)
Note that
Rk.. l (x) = p{ max(X l ,· .. ,X k_l ) ,> x }
~ p{ max(X l , ... ,X k ) > x} = Hk(x) , x E R+ ,
(4.12)
while ~(x) is ~ 1, for all x. Hence, from (4.11)- (4.12) , we obtain that
hH(x)

~

k.hF(x)

= hG(x) ,

x

E

+
R •

(~.13)

..
,.
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Both (4.10) and (4.11) provide useful hints in providing smooth and efficient
estimators of the hazard rate hH(x). For example HU,N(x),as described before
(4.10), and denote by H~~~ to make its dependence on k explicit, is a consistent
and optimal nonparametric estimator of Hk(x), for every k ~ 1. This,in turn,
provide a smooth nonparametric estimator of Hk_l(x)/Hk(x). Hence, the kernel/
nearest neighbor method of smooth estimation of the density f(y) when worked in
conjunction with the smooth estimator of Hk_ltx)/Hk(x) provides a smooth estimator
of hH(x). Note that although the raw estimates HU,N are step functions, they may
be very effectively Sl!1ootiledout by using any smoothing formula. Similarly, if
an appropriate estimator of hF(x) is available, one may use (4.11) along with
some estimators of F(x), Hk_l(x) and Hk(X) to estimate hH(x). In this context,
semi-parametric models may be adopted to estimate the hazard rate hF(.) and use
(4.11) to produce a parallel estimator of hH(.).
5. System with a spare and repair facility

In a single-unit system supported by a single spare and a repair facility,
when the operating unit fails, it is instantaneously replaced by the spare while
it is being despatched to the repair facility. Upon repair, it is sent to the
spare box. The system fails when an operating unit fails and no spare is there
to replace it. This occurs when the repairing time (Y) is more than the life time
(X) of the operating unit. Let X have a distribution function F ( survival function F ) defined on R+ , and let G (and G) be the d.f.(and survival function)
of the r.v. Y. Both F and G (and hence, F and G) are defined on R+. Since, to
start with, we have a spare whose life time has the d.f. F, if we denote by
N the number of operating units failure culminating in a system failure, then
N is a positive integer valued r.v. with
P{ N = k + 1 }

=

CL

k-1( .1 -

CL

) ,for k

=

1,2, 3, ...

( 5.l)

and
CL

= P{

X>

y}=

f + G(x)dF(x).

(5.2)

R
Let us denote the mean of the d. f. F and G by a(F) and a(G) respecti ve 1y. Then
the mean time until the first system failure is given by
(5.3)
E(T1) = [(2- a)/(l- a)].B(F),
while the mean time, measuring from a regeneration point,is
(5.4)
E(T) = E(T 1) - e(F) = a(F)/(l - a ).
Note that the system is null recurrent when a = 1 , but for a < 1, both (5.3)
and (5.4) are finite positive quantities. In such a case, there is a possi bil ity
of the system being down, and the mean ED of system downtimes is
(5.5)
ED = f~ f~ {GCx+t)/G(x)} dF()()dt .
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Usually, it i.s assumed that (i) the repair of a failed unit restores it to its
new condition, (ii) the original unit and the spare both. have the same d.f. F',
and (iii) the life time X and repair time Yare mutually independent.[ viz.,
Barlow and Proschan (l975,pp.202..205 )]. The limiting average availability (i .e.,
the limiting expected proportion of system up times) is defined by

AFG = ET /{ ET + ED } .

(5.6)
Recall that a., defined by (5.2), is a functional of F and G and so is ED. Thus,
AFG is a functional of (F ,G) • As regards the definition of AFG ' the stochastic
independence of X and Y (as assumed in (5.1)-(~.2» is not that crucial, and
Sen and Bhattacharjee (1986) were able to relax this assumption to a greater
extent. For simplicity of presentation, here, we take X and Y to be mutually
independent. By virtue of (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), we have
AFG = 8(F)/ {8(F) + (1- a.)ED }.
(5.7)
Since ED is a nonlinear functional of (F,G), AFG as defined in (5.7) is also so.
Let us first consider the simplest parametric model where both F and G are
simple exponential d.f. IS. We let
~(x) = exp(-x/8 ), and G(x) = exp(-x/8 2 ) , x £ R+
(5.8)
1
so that
81 = 8(F) , 82 = 8(G) and a. = 81/( 81 -10 82 ).
(5.9)
In this special case,
G(x+t)/G(x) = exp(-t/8 2 ) = G(t) , for ev.ery x, t
so that
oo
ED = !~ f o G(t)dF(x)dt = f~ G(t)dt = 82 .

E

R+

(5.10)
(5.11)

As a result, we have
AFG =[ 8(F){ 8(F) + 8(G) } ]/[ 82 (F) + 8(F)8(G) + 82(G) ] •

(5.12)

If we define the ratio of the means by
p = p(F,G) = 8(G)/8(F) ,
(5.13)
then (5.12) reduces to
AFG = (1 + p )/ (1 + P + P2 ) .
(5. 14)
Thus, for the simple exponential model, AFG is a monotone (nonincreasing ) function
In this case,
of p ; it is equal to 1 when p = 0 and it converges to 0 as p +
it suffices to estimate p, and hence, standard parametric theory is readily
available. Let us next consider some semi~parametric models and examine the
robustness aspects of this simple parametric estimator.
00

•

As a natural extension of the exponential model, we consider the proportional
hazard model (PHM) where we set

"
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G(x) = [F(X)]c , for s,ome c > 0 .
Then, we have
a = f~ G(x)dF(X) = 1 ~ f~ G(x)dF(x)
=1

00

~

c

1

c

fa [rex)] dF(x) = 1"" fa (hu) du

= 1 ~ (l+c)~l = c/(l+c).
On the other hand,
e(G) = f~ G(x)dx = f~ [F(x)]c dx = e(F, c)

(5.16)
(5.17)

depends on c as well as F (in an involved way), so that the ratio e(G)/e(F) may
not be a sale function of c. Similarly,
ED = f~ f~ {F(x+t)/F(x)}cdF(x)dt = ~(F,c)
(5.18)
may depend on c as well as F (in an involved way). Thus, inspite of the simplicity
of the expression for a in (5.16), in general, for a PHM, AFG may not have a very
simple form (comparable to (5.14)).
We consider now some special class of d.f.'s for which we may have some useful
bounds on AFG . First consider the NBU/NWU class.' A d.f. F is NBU (new better
than used) if F(x+y) ~ F(x)F(y) , for all x, y ~ 0, while it is NWU ( new worse
than used) if F(x+y) ~ F(x)F(y), for all x,y >0. Note that the common boundary
of the NBU and NWU families is the exponential d.f. [where by (5.10) the strict
equality sign holds everywhere ]. We may also note that
IFR => NBU and DFR => N~JU.
Thus, for F NBU, we have under the PHM in (5.15) [ by (5.18)]
ED ~ f~ f~ {~(t)}c dF(x)dt = f~ {~(t)}cdt
= f~

G(t) dt = e(G).

(5.20)

Simi larly,
ED ~ e(G) whenever (5.15) holds and F is NWU.
Therefore, from (5.7), (5.20) and (5.21), we obtain that under the
A is
FG

(5.19)

(~.21)
PHi'~

in (5.15),

~ e(F)/{e(F) + (1- a)e(G)} = {1+c)e(F)/{ (l+c)e(F) + e(G)} ,

according as F is NBU/Exponential/NWU.
Moreover, we may note that

(5.22)

e(G)/e(F) = {f~ {F(x)}cdX}/{f~ ~(x)dx}

= {fa {r(x)}c-l .F(X)dX}/{f~ F(x)dx}
<
> 1

.
>
(5.23)
accord"lng as c 1S
~ 1 •
Substitution of (5.23) in (5.22) may lead to some crude bounds for AFG . For
example, for F NBU and for c > 1 tin (5.15)}, we have AFG ~ (1+c)/(2+c) , where
for 1arge c the bound becomes a better aptJroxinati on . However, this still depends

on the nature of F. For F exponential, c=l, this is exact.

-
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the functional AFG may depend on the subclass of NBU/NWU etc to which F may belong.
Thus, an incorrect as.sumption of exponentiality of F and G may lead to serious
bias for the estimator of AFG based on (5.14) with p estimated by the ratio of
the sample means of the repair times and operating times. It seems therefore
quite natural to incorporate nonparametric methods in the estimation of AFG and
emphasize on their robustness. Proceeding as in Sen and Bhattacharjee (1986), we
may write
ED = (l ,. a. ) .. 1 E[ (V- X) I( V > X ) ],
(5.24)
so that by (5.4), (5.6) and (5.24), we have

AFG = e(F)/{e(F) + E[(V-X)I(V

>

....

X)] }

= {EX} /{ EX + E[(V-X)I(V > X)] }
= {EX }/{ E[XI(X > V)] + E[VI(Y > X)] }
= {EX}/{E[X v V]},

(5.25)

where (a v b) = max(a,b). This definition even permits one to replace the assumed
independence of X and V by that of independence of the stochastic vectors (Xi'V i )
for different i( ~ 1), yet allowing possible stochastic dependence between Xi and
Vi. Note that if we assume that X and V are independent then we have
I.

E[X v V ]

=
=
=

f~

P{[X v V]

>

t} dt

f~ {l .. F(t)G(t)} dt

e*CF ,G), say.

•
(5.26)

Thus,
(5.27)
AFG = e(F)/e*(F,G) ,
and hence, one may use the classical U-statistics corresponding to the two
estimable parameters in the numerator and denominator of (5.27), and denoting
them by Unl and Un2 ' respectively, one may consider the estimator
Un,FG

= Unl /U n2

.

(5.28)

Un,FG may not be a strictly unbiased estimator of AFG ' but it is bounded from
above by 1 ( and from below by 0), and hence, it can be shown that
( -2
] = A + n-1 6 + On),
(5.29)
E[
Un,FG
FG
FG
where
6FG = A~G[ e(F)]~2{nvar(Un2) - nCov(U nl ,U n2 ) }.
(5.30)
This familiar form [ in (5.29)] clearly suggests that by the classical jackknifing
method, this leading term in the bias can be eliminated, and the resulting
jackknife version of Un,FG will have bias 0(n- 2), but the same mean square error

It.
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i
mutually independent [ viz.;Sen (1986)]. We may also use the definition (5.7) and
express AFG as a function of e(F), a and ED. If we denote by Fn and Gn the sample
(empirical) d.f. of the X.1 and Y.1 respectively, then we may use the von Mises'
functionals
e(F ) = /~ XdFn(X) = n~l~~=l Xi = X , say,
(5.31)
n
n
0
""

a

and

n

= f

~

00

00

~n

Gn(x)dFn(x) ( 2-sample Wilcoxon statistic)

0

(5.32)

00

= f o f o {Gn(x+t)/Gn(x) }dFn(x)dt.
(5.33)
We denote the order statistics corresponding to the life time variable X by
Xn : l ' ... , Xn : n and for the repair time variable Y by Y : , ... , Y : respectively.
n n
n l
Then, by partial integration in (5.33), we have
-1 n

A

~n

-1

= n ~i=l ni

where

n
kj=l~Yn:j - Xn:i)I(Y n : j > Xn : i ),

~~J =
1 1'( Y . > X . ), for i =1 , ... ,n .
n:J
n:1
As such, if we use the crude estimator

n.1 =

'"

'"

(5.34)
(5.35)

'"

AFG , n = Xn/ { Xn + (1 - an ) /;n },
(5.36 )
we may incorporate jackknifing to eliminate the leading bias term and obtain
. the asymptotic normality of the jackknifed estimator to draw conclusions on the
parameter AFG in a nonparametric way. In all these cases, bootstrapping may also
be used (instead of jackknifing) . But, as we have here a nonlinear functional,
jackknifing may have some advantage regarding the elimination of the leading
bias term.
Basically, by (5.27), AFG is the ratio of two estimable parameters, and hence,
the usual ratio-type estimators may be employed to estimate it conveniently, and
then jackknifing can take care of the reduction of the bias term due this nonlinearity. let us formulate a related functional for which an optimal unbiased
nonparametric estimator can readily be obtained, and examine the closeness of the
two parameters. Since X and Yare nonnegative r.v. IS, in (5.25), we replace the
ratio of the two expectations by the expectation of the ratio and define
A~G = E[ X/{ X v V}].
We rewrite this as
AoG = E[I(X > Y) ] + E[(X/Y}I(Y > X)]
By partia inte_gration, we have
o
2AFG = 1 ... f o x f y G(y)dydF(x} .

f

00

00

x

...

(5.37)
= a + E[ ~ ICy> X)]. (5.38)
(5.39)
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Recall that Xl / 21(Y> X) = yl / 2ICY > X).(X/y)1/2 r c.y > X), so that by the CauchySchwarz inequality, we have
(5.40)
(E[ xl / 2I(Y > X)])2~ [E(YI(Y > X))][EceX/Y)I(Y > X})],
and hence,
E[(X/Y)I(Y > X)] ~ (E[X l / 2I(Y> X)])2/ E[YI(Y > X)]
(5.41)
= E[XIC.Y > X)]/E[YI(Y > X)] ~ Var[X l / 2I(Y > X)]/E[YI(Y > X)].
Also, note that
E[XI(Y> X)] = /D xG(x)dF(x) ;
(5.42)
o
E[YI(Y> X)] =
f yF(y)dG(y)= @(G)- f y~(y)dG(y).
(5.43)
o
o
We may use (5.38), (5.41), (5.42) and (5.43) to provide a lower bound for A~G .
A somewhat more simple ( albeit crude) lower bound can be obtained by letting
Z = X v Y and noting that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
A~G = E(X/Z) ~.[E(Xl/2)]2/E(Z) = E(X)/E(Z) - [Var(X l / 2 )]/E(Z)
00

00

= AFG - AFG [Var(X l / 2 )]/E(X)
(5.44)
= AFG [ 1 -(coefficient of variation of Xl/2)(E[Xl/2])2/EX].
Since (E[X l / 2])2/ EX is less than or equal to 1, whenever the coefficient of
variation of Xl / 2 is small, the second term on the right hand side of (5.44)
is small, and the lower bound is close to AFG itself. This is typically the case
when EX, the expected life time of the operating unit is not small (so that a is
close to 1) while the repair time distribution G dominates F (i.e., G(x) ~ F(x)
for all x ). Next note that for every z ~ x ~ 0,
p{

X > x, Z > z} =

p{

X > x, X > z, Y ~ X} +

p{

X > x,Y > z, Y > X }

f; G(x)dF(x) + F(x)G(z) - f; F(y)dG(y)
= f; G(x)dF(x) + F(x)G(z) + F(z)G(z) - f; G(y)dF(y)
=

= F(x) - F(x)G(z) + F(z)G(z)
= F(x)[l- F(z)G(z)] + F(x)[F(z)G(z) - G(z)] + F(z)G(z)
= F(x)[l- F(z)G(z)] + G(z)F(z)F(x)
~ F(x)[l-F(z)G(z)] = P{ X > x, Z > z} .

15.45)

Thus, X and Z are positively associated (and nonnegative) r.v.ls, so that Xand
Z-l are negatively associated. Therefore,
A~G = E(XZ- l ) 2. EC.X)EC.Z.. l ) = AFG ·[ E(Z)E(Z..l)J •
(5.46)
This simple upper bound works out well when E(Z)E(Z~l) is close to 1. Since, by
(5.25) and (5.39), 1 is an upper bound for A~G ' we may use (5.39) otherwise.

~

-21Actually, for a close to 1, we may consider some simple asymptotics too. Let us
denote by W= (Z~X)/Z ~ so that we have
A~G = 1 - EW

and AFG = 1 ~ E(ZW)/E(Z).

(5.47)

rewrite
AFG = 1 - EW - E[(Z-EZ)W]/E(Z)
(5.48)
= A~G - Cov(Z~ W) /E(Z) .
Next~ we note that W= 0 whenever Z = X ( which happens with probability a ),
while~ for Y > X~ W= (Y-X)/Y = 1 - X/V is t in Y (for a given X).Thus~ conditionally~ X = x~ Wand Z are concordant. Hence~ we may write
Cov(Z~W) = E[ Cov(Z~W IX}] + Cov[ E(ZIX)~ E(W IX)]
(5.49)
-> Cov[ E(Z IX) ~ E(W IX) ] ~
so that we have from (5.48) and (5.49) that
o
(5.50)
AFG ~ AFG + [ Cov( E[Z IX]~ E[W IX] )]/E(Z) .

~~e

However~

X=x) = xG(x) + f~ yF(y)dG(y)

E(Z

is t

in x ,

(5.51)

(5.52)
E(W X=x) = f~ (1 - x/y)g(y)dy is t in x ,
so that
E(Z I X) and E(W I X) are discordant~
(5.53)
and hence~ the covariance term in (5.50) is non-positive. Thus~ we are not in a
position to claim that A~G is bounded from below or above by AFG . On the other
hand~ if EZ is large and (Z-X) is 0 with probability a close to one~ the covariance term in (5.48) will be small compared to EZ~ and hence AFG and A~G will
be close to each other. Recall that

ICov(Z~W)/EZI.s.{CCoff.var. of Z)(var. of W) }1/2 ~

C5.54)
so that whenever the variance of Wis small or the coefficient of variation of
Z is small, the second term on the right hand side of (5.48) will be small.
Given this affinity of AFG and A~G ' we are in a position to advocate the use
of A~G for which we have a simple U-statistic estimator

U~ = n-1I~ =1 (Xi/(X i v Vi))'

(5.55)

in the matched sample case, and

*

-2

n

n

Un = n Ii=l Ij=l (X/CX i v Yj )) ,
(5.56)
in the independent samples case. In either case, the mean, variance etc, of the
statistic can be computed as in before and its asymptotic normality follows from
standard results on U-statistics. Further, jackknifing and bootstrapping can be
used as in before for the variance estimation purpose. Since these U-statistics
are unbiased estimators of A~G ' there is no need to reduce the bias by jackknifing.

-22Throughout this section and earlier, we have considered the uncensored case
where the life time X is an observable r.v. Often, in practice, censoring may
arise due to a variety of causes. In reliability setting, for example, age or
block replacement policies may induce censoring. In the literature, various types
of censoring have been discussed in various contexts. In the current context, Type
I censoring and random censoring appear to be most appropriate. In a Type I censoring, an operating unit if not failed before a prefixed time, say, T, is replaced
at that time by the spare if the spare is available. Thus, the effective life time
is given by X* = mine X, T ). If we denote the d.f. of X* by F*, defined on R+ ,
then we may virtually repeat whatever we have discussed with F replaced by F*. In
this context, often, T is itself allowed to be a positive r.v. with a d.f. pet),
and it is assumed that T and X are mutually independent. That leads to
(5.57)
1 - F*(Y) = F*(y) = [l-F(y)][l-P(Y)] = F(y)P(Y) , y e: R+.
In the literature, this is referred to as random censoring. As regards the estimation of availability AFG or A~G ' one may then equivalently estimateAF*G or A~*G·
Since the impact of censoring is automatically taken into account in the definition
of AF*G or A~*G ' there is no need to go for any further complications than to
replacing the X. by X.* in the estimators considered earlier. Incidentally, by
1
1
comparing AFG and AF*G ( or A~G and A~*G ) , we may notice that F* < F , so that
AFG ~ AF*G
and A~G ~ A~*G '
(5.58)
and the difference AFG - AF*G (or A~G - A~*G ) indicates the loss due to censoring.
Type I and random censoring may also be adopted in the context of the estimation
problems treated in Sections 3 and 4. There is however an important consideration.
If, for example, there are k units, either in series or parallel, if a censoring
takes place, it may simultaneously affect the entire system. Thus, one needs to
introduce a model which should be capable of explaining this phenomenon in a more
natural way. This is indeed possible, but a bit more complex than the simple
structure explained here. We intend to communicate this in a future work.
The mechanism of censoring is much more complex with respect to the bundle
strength of filaments treated in Section 2. One may need to bring~in some appropriate 'stress-strain' model to explain how a censoring may arise in such a context.
Although this is very possible, a more elaborate analysis may be required to
justify the basic assumptions appropriate in practical applications, and hence,
,.
we shall not deal with them here.

,
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